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SELECTIONS

1. The Night Has a Thousand Eyes .... Richard Hageman
2. Wohin ..................................... Franz Schubert
3. Simple Gifts .............................. Aaron Copeland
4. O Cease Thy Singing, Maiden Fair .... Sergei Rachmaninoff
5. Sicilienne from Robert Le Diable .... Giacomo Meyerbeer
6. Mai Ko Mashma Lon .................. N. L. Saslovsky
7. Ribono Shel Olam .................
8. Habet Mishomayim U’re’eh ........ Arr. Rapaport/Danto
9. Sisi Admat Hasharon ............... Nahum Nardi

ENCORES

10. My Curly Headed Baby ............... Clutsam
11. Mattinata .......................... Leoncavallo
12. Nigun ............................... Lazar Weiner
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